q	ONE   WORLD :   TWO  WARS
remains to be seen. In all probability Prince Konoye, reflecting the
presumable attitude of the Emperor and the elder statesmen, will
exert reasonable control over the " wild men " and will endeavour to
move slowly and with some degree of caution, at least until it becomes
clear whether Great Britain is going to win or lose the war. But
in the meantime the " wild men/' aided and abetted by certain
elements of the press, are already engineering incidents calculated to
incite public opinion against the United States and Great Britain
and magnifying those incidents by incorrectly reporting and inter-
preting the facts, and if we judge by previous anti-American and
anti-British campaigns in times past, there is good reason to believe
that this movement may well become progressively intense. Gener-
ally such anti-American and anti-British campaigns have been waged
separately and at different periods, with the idea of driving the two
democracies apart, but now we, the British and ourselves, are regarded
as in much the same boat and will probably receive much the same
treatment.	.
Among the photostats of interesting clippings from the American
press received from the Department in the last pouch I note that
with one exception these editorials and articles oppose a policy of
ec appeasing " Japan, and that the single exception is an editorial in
the New York Dotty News, whose arguments are presented by the
" China Information Service " merely as a target to shoot at. It is
therefore amply clear, if these clippings represent a fair cross section
of the American press and of American opinion, that not many
voices are being heard in favour of trying to " appease " Japan. The
feeling appears from these clippings to be nearly unanimously the
other way.
" Appeasement" has acquired since Munich a connotation which
should for ever bar the word from the vocabulary of good states-
manship. The attitude for which it stands is one from which I
utterly and conclusively disassociate myself. That term connotes
defeatism. The recommendations which I have made at various
times during the past three years were calculated—if acted upon—
to avoid need or occasion for the use of " appeasement " in any phase
of our relations with Japan. The point which has possibly been
overlooked by those who share the views described in these clippings
is that, in the situation now existing, " appeasement" would be as
distasteful to Japan as it would be to the United States. Our series of
telegrams on Japanese press comment has not overlooked emphatic
statements to the effect that Japan will not respond to proposals
for adjustment of relations which the United States may make
on grounds of expediency or other considerations growing out of
the impact on the United States of the military situation in Europe.
I have before me an editorial which, commenting on the question
put by Sir Robert Craigie to Mr. Matsuoka whether Great Britain
can expect to improve her relations with Japan, states :
" We know that British desires for impr9ved relations with Japan

